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BLOM
Andreas Engesvik, 2013
Blom   is   a   small   table   lamp   by   Andreas   Engesvik,   a   Norwegian

designer who has made a name for himself on the international

scene thanks to his ability to instil emotions, appeal and ideas into

everyday objects. Taking up very little space, just 24 cm tall with a

diameter of 15 cm, Blom is a light, fun lamp that is easy to pick up

and move and suitable for any purpose. Its name, a contraction of

the word blomst, which in Norwegian means flower, is inspired by

its petal shaped blades. Intensity can be adjusted thanks to the two

petals that gently embrace the diffuser, rotating on the base to

shield   the   glare   depending   on   personal   requirements:   with   the

petals   aligned  the   lamp   emits   maximum  light.   The  compact

fluorescent bulb guarantees good effective lighting with low energy

consumption. The metal base ensures stability for the lamp and

when   lit,   the   polycarbonate   petals   maintain   a   temperature   that

permits touching without the risk of burns. Blom is an article that

adapts perfectly to contemporary living trends, at home on a table

in the lounge or even by a bedside.

Table lamp with diffused light adjustable by moving the petals. Frame made of painted aluminium with polycarbonate

petals. Diffuser made of milk-white and opaline polyethylene. Transparent power cable, plug and switch. European two-pole

plug. Bulb not included.

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION
polymer, metal

COLOR DESCRIPTION SKU
pink

GROUP TENSION
Bulb

ENERGY CLASS
A++ >> E

RECOMMENDED SOURCE
L E D  1 x 5 , 7 W  E 1 4  ( 2 7 0 0 K ,  4 7 0 L m )  o r  FL

1x11W E14 (2700K, 620Lm)

SKU
F425305350RSNE

MADE IN
IT

ALIMENTATION CABLE
Transparent

DIMMER
Not dimmable

CERTIFICATIONS

   

COLOR
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